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About This Game

In the year 20XX a confident, young horologist by the name of Strike is inadvertently transported into the past while attempting
to repair a mysterious, abandoned clock tower. Endeavoring to return to the future, Strike must fix both the time machine and

the island’s dysfunctional family who are responsible for much of the clock’s disrepair.

As the spiritual successor to Cat Poke, Tick Tock Isle plays like a puzzle platform game that relies heavily on story, character
interaction, creative thinking, and poking.

The music and sfx are by Kevin Carville.
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I just jumped in and bought this based on the video and screen shots in the store. I like sureal explorey type games. I'm not that
far into it really but all I have from it so far is frustration. Firsly the intro is too long and cannot be skipped. I have had to restart
several times so generally go and make a brew while I'm waiting. When I get into it it always crashes more or less on the first
action I do, watch the intro again, or make another brew. I now have omitted the first action and can progress. The graphics are
very floaty and seem to have some lag, this isn't comfortable at all, sort of detaches me from the game somehow, maybe it's
intentional but I don't like it. Then there are areas with almost all white floors, walls etc. Then bits that just shake. It's almost
like Tracy Emin (or whatever her name is) has brought her 'unmade bed' and is trying to convince us it's art.
 It needs to have keybinding so I can change the defaults. It needs a save, no idea when it does and even though I've progressed a
bit I don't think I can be bothered starting it up again. Might leave it for now, I'm full of tea. Recommend? neither yes or no
really, some might like it, but in its present form, and since steam insists I choose an option, no.. Very wholesome game would
buy at full price again. Wait till this game gets more updates before buying.. Fun game, I don't know why so many downvotes.
This game is a nasty little time sink! I can't really say much more than the author's description already tells you. But boy is it
sucking you in. For me it's one of those games where you completely forget your surrounding.

If you like the premise, you HAVE to give it a shot.. The game is very good, I've been playing iOS version and it has all what it
should have. And I definitely recommend the game to any boardgamers and those who dares to step into the world of top-5
board games of all time.
Although, there are few things that I'd like to be improved and mostly all of the issues are because this game was a port from
mobile platform. The full screen pop-ups (when you click on faction icon or any of the menus) are way to big and I suggest
them to have some max size, because on my big screen this looks unnecessary cumbersome and inconvenient. Same for cult
tracks - now you see up to 4th position but I don't see why not picture whole tracks if screen allows. I hope my points are clear -
game is great, AI is decent, user interface is what bothers me right now.. I played this game first before steam even existed it is
better than the first on graphics an enjoyable game.. not as good as the other 5 tho. Loving this one so far!
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You're either going to love this game, or hate it. With it's proper synth sound track you'll be wanting to jump and dart you away
around the forward facing track in time with the beat, and once you manage it, it does feel really great.

Doing that however isn't quite as simple as you'd think. While it's learning curve is non-existant, you're going to have to up your
skill level to gain any traction in this game. A good memory of the level layouts is going to help you refine your gameplay. The
game nudges you to go faster, that's not always the best route, slow and steady wins the race and ups your ability to master the
levels. It's a all or nothing system, no retries, no rewinds. One hit, you're dead. Start from the beginning of the level. This itself
is retro gaming, the 80's styled graphics and sound track just add to it.

Some of the later levels are really hash, and can be come frustratingly tricky to complete, even more so than the somewhat
obnoxious tutorial from the get go. Stick with it, take yourtime to learn to finesse the controls, and you'll enjoy rolling.

If you can get it on sale, grab it. It might not be one of those games you always come back to, and it's certainly not one you or a
friend can pick up and play without some commitment to it, it'll leave you with a retro syth overload of games gone by, even if
they didn't look as good as this one.

A very nice kick of pseudo nostalgia, for a decent price.. I got this bundled with a few other games. Before this, I had never seen
the game. So take that into consideration for this review. I see others played it long ago, and still enjoy it, which is fine, but I
just can't get past the ONE BIT graphics. Pixels are either back or white. The view-port or screen is tiny on modern monitors.
While the game is kinda neat, and a lot of effort went into creating it, I think this game is more of a playable museum piece than
a viable game in 2018.. Boring gameplay. Predictable Gameplay, Hidden Progression Requirements, Asinine Objectives.
Probably one of the worst gaming experiences I've had in awhile. I was bored. I felt embarrassed for the game developers.. This
is my favorite visual novel as of yet. I can't wait until the rest of the series becomes available in english.. I *beeping* bought this
*beeping* DLC for *beeping* euro tier 1 prices and I'm wholeheartedly happy to support these *beeping* *beeping* devs and
their *beeping* game! *beeping* adventure games!! PS: The *beeping* guilt of pirating Monkey Island as a *beeping*
innocent kid never completely goes away though.. metroidvania at it's best!!!
Metal + metroidvania = Bad Pad!!!. Cool co-op game that relies on communication.

It's free.. Ace of Seafood is a sprawling aquatic tale of loyalty, conviction, and the price of infamy, chronicling the inevitable
collapse of a motley crew of Oceanic holdouts kicking against the slow march of civilisation and industrialisation. Set in
Nussoft’s most authentic and lived-in open world ever, there are so many things to do, so many people to meet, and so many
places to explore it’s giddily overwhelming. Ace of Seafood isn’t just Nussoft’s greatest achievement to date; it’s a game so
lacking in compromise it’s tough to know where best to start discussing it.
So let’s start at the beginning: It’s the distant future and humans are an endangered species. Dutch van der Mackerel and his gang
are on the run after a botched heist in the growing reef of Blackwater and they’ve retreated high into the mountains where an
atrocious blizzard is covering their escape. We slip into the spurs of Arthur Morgan, an exceedingly cool and capable Sardine
who was found by Dutch as a boy and raised on the wrong side of the law, and settle in for a roughly 60-hour story.
. CHILDHOOD 1986 !!!
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